Revised Outline: Chapter XIII Tariff

Out of which grew an idea

Chapter XIV - New Ideals out of which came lecturing

Chapter XV This came from my leaving The American. I left The American because of change in magazine needs, ambitions, and methods. As it had become commercialized and that commercialization aroused suspicion in public minds and made serious examination and criticism unwise. Again the group had suffered seriously from the attempt to neglect journalism for reform. Steffins had left on this point, so had Jack Reed. Steff eased journalism and became a political reformer. I could not give up my notions and when the office declined under a new management to go ahead with Ford I resigned. At this moment the proposition experiences and expressions on lecture on New Ideals came.

Chapter XVI: Women and War:

See Notes

Chapter XVII: Afloat - Free Lance - Serving the Public

Chapter XVIII: Old Age